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AN ANCMNT SOLUIIOI{ TO A PAPERMAKING PROBLEM
7-l-lhose who visited the Leiden Museum travelling

I Egyptian Exhibition must have been conscious of
I tire great care used by the museum officials in han-

dling, packing and displaying the ancient exhibits, some
of which are over 4,000 years old. Today we revere all
artefacts ofthat age, but unfortunately such has not always
been the case.

From the date of the introduction of the manufacture of
paper to Europe in the l5th century, the raw material had
always been rags of linen and cotton, but in the l9th cen-
tury with the spectacular increase in the demand for paper,
both for books and newspapers, there werejust not enough
rags to go round. Many experiments were carried out us-
ing every source of fibre imaginable, eventually settling
on wood pulp, but along the way there were many rnterest-
ing off-shoots.

During the American Civil War (1861 to 1865),
Augustus Stanwood, a papermaker in Maine ran short of
rag supplies and decided to import them. The source he
picked was Egyptian mummies, and apparently he imported
several shiploads of them for making a coarse brown wrap-
ping paper for grocers and butchers. His only competition
was the Egyptian Railways, who for a ten year period used
no fuel other than well wrapped mummies, the supply of
which was thought at the time to be almost unlimited. What
Augustus Stanwood did with his unwrapped bodies is not
recorded.

It appears he may have been prompted in this unusual
operation by an article in the Syracuse Daily Standard in
1855 by a scientist, Dr. Isiah Deck who first pornted to the
great store of papermaking material lying idle in ancient
Egyptian tombs, with an average of 301bs per body. In
regard to the cost, Dr. Deck commented that it was eco-
nomically advantageous as US rags were four to six cents
per pound, whilst the cost of purchasing, collecting and
fransporting the Egyptian material would be under three
cents per pound, to say nothing of the valuable embalming
aromatic gums. One wonders if they would still be aro-
matic after all those millenia.

Apparently, at least two other paper mills used the same
materials at this time, prompting the Syracuse Daily Stand-
ard rn 1855 to comment, 'An Onondaga County man, wor-
shipful of the golden Eagle and not of the Egyptian Ibis,
has put on the market 'paper made from the wrappings of
mummies.' Could anything better illustrate the practical
character of this age, and the intense materialism of
America?'

One can only agree.

Reference: Dard Hunterz Papermaking. The history and
technique of an ancient crqft. Dover, 1 978.

June McNicol.
Tarragindi, Qld.

JOHN R NEWLAND

The NSW Guild holds regular worl<shop demonstrations during the year on several aspects of bookbinding which are well

attended by the members. A recent 'hands-on' demonstration was in the use of the hand-held typeholder for placing the

titles of books onto spines. The demonstrator on this occasion was Ted Chapman, bookbinding teacher at Sydney TAFE
(Sydney Institute of Technologt) who in the left photo shows the procedures which must be taken if titles are to be straight,
level and centred on the spine after which members shown in the right photo practice these rnethods by themselves.
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The concentration of dissociated H* ions and OH-- ions is
therefore 0.000,000,000,000,001 and rather than express
such a number as a string of noughts which is difficult to
understand, it is the convention to express this figure as
I 0'ra, that is l0 raised to the power of minus 14.

As the numbers of H+ ions and OH-- ions are equal in
pure water, it therefore follows that there is 10-7 of each ion
present, i.e. the concentration of each H* ion and OH-- ion
(which are expressed conventionally as [H*] and [OH--]
respectively) is 10'?.

The pH is determined by taking the logarithm to the
base 10 of the [H+] and ignoring or deleting the minus sign.
Thus. for water

pH = log,o [H*] = 7

The acidity of a solution is the amount of [H+l present.
Should the pH be less than 7, the solution is acidic, i.e.
there is a greater number of [H*] ions present. Litmus paper
will turn red if the solution is acid and blue if alkaline.
When neutral or pH 7, litmus will turn purple. There are
other indicators which will give particular colours for dif-
ferent pH values. Medical testing sticks use a universal in-
dicator which give ranges of colours to indicate various
pH values as depicted hereunder.
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ing insoluble in solution, will precipitate out of solution
thereby leaving the alum solution acidic as there is a greater
[H*] concentration than [OH--] concentration.

With organic compounds, the rate of ionic dissociation
may not be as great but the indicators for measurement of
pH are still the same. Materials such as leather and paper
are inherently acidic. There is probably very little which
can be done during manufacture to achieve a strictly neu-
tral pH; the original skin of the animal is regarded as being
acidic and the tanning processes and dyes do use acidic
materials. Likewise with paper: the wood pulp is naturally
acidic but papers may be 'buffered' with a weak alkali such
as lime water (calcium hydroxide) or magnesia (magne-
sium hydroxide) to prolong its lifer.

It is hoped that this all-too-short discourse may pro-
vide some understanding of pH. Proper storage away from
light, heat, dust and vermin can go a long way to preserve
materials used in the finished article.

John R Newland.
Birchgrove, NSW.

l. See also. Adrienne Allen: Limewater for Washing
Pages. Morocco Bound, Vol 15 No 4, November 1994,
p. 30.

HANDY HINT
\f, /hen rebinding an old book, it is often necessary ro

V V retain the front flyleaf if it contains a handwritten
dedication or other item of interest. There are two ways of
doing this.

Firstly, make a pastedown of matching paper and join
the fly leafto it at the shoulder. (Figure 1). Ifboth edges of
the new and old paper are pared with a scalpel, the joint
will be almost invisible. In most cases, however, the old
fly leafis yellowed, foxed and stained around the edges so
that it is impossible to find a suitable match.

Instead. use the back flyleaf as the front pastedown,
joining the two with a piece of strong paper which can be
painted to match, or at least, blend. (Figure 2). A new end-
paper will have to be used at the back, but at least, the front
opening looks in character.
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Suitable range for paper
pH 6.5 to 7.5
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Returning to the previously mentioned common salt
solution. The salt is in ionic dissociation as is some of the
solvent (water). What occurs is:

NaCl+Na*+Cl--
HrO+H++OH--

The charged ions of one compound may attract the oppo-
sitely charged ions of the other compound. In this example,
the H+ ions will attract the Cl-- ions (giving hydrochloric
acid) and the Na+ ions will attract the OH-- ions (giving
caustic soda). As both hydrochloric acid and caustic soda
are respectively a strong acid and alkali (or more correctly
as all ions choose to remain in solution), a solution of com-
mon salt will have a pH of 7 i.e., it will be neutral.

Taking another compound alum (which is essentially
aluminium sulphate), alum in solution gives:

2Alr(SO4)3 + 2Al** + 3SOo=

Again, the oppositely charged ions will be attracted to each

other: the H+ ions will be attracted to the SOo= ions to give
sulphuric acid which is a very strong acid and the Al**
ions will, this time, combine with the OH-- ions which be-

C\ New pastedown
t-\_\- otd fty

Figure 1

Back fly

Front fly

Figure 2

June McNicol,
Tarrigindi, Qld.
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BOOKBINDING AT BOGGABILLA
Tltis orticlc Dl Olivc Bull l.i re-printcd.from tlte Newsletter ol'the Queensland Bookbinders Guild with their kind permis-
sion. Tlte town of Boggubilla. oncc a rail te rntinus on the NSI,/ slstenr, is located on the north-west plains northerlt' of
Moree and sonre I2knt soutlt o.f tlte Quecnsland tov'n of Goondiw'irtdi. The towns of Boggabilla and Goondiwindi are
separated bt' tlte Macinh're Rivcr x'hiclt.fontts tlte State boundan' betvveen Nevv South Wales and Queensland.

URING NOVEMBER. I had the pleasure ol being
Artist in Residence at Boggabilla tbr one week
teaching the Indigenous Community. This commu-

nity has purchased the Bernboka Paper Mill equipment and
plans are rn place to build a mill and a shop to market their
rrwn products.

After discussing the plans with the Principal. I decided
that they really did need to make a multiple section bind-
ing on tapes first and then move to other stitched bindings
using their own papers - little books which might sell to
tourists.

I was expecting twelve women but on my first day I
had 5 men and 3 women of varying ages - my guess was
tiom l S years to 65 years. We had a slow start. but reached
the stage of having the books trimmed at head, tail and
foredge by the end of the day. Because we had no guillo-
tine of sufficient size, the Principal had ananged to have
this done at the Goondiwindi Argus. However, at the last
rninute the Principal was called to a meeting and our trip
was cancelled. This meant that I had to quickly plan to
start a new book the next mornin-e.

Just as well ... this day I had 12 students - but not all of
the original eight! We stitched an album with a decorative
open spine and used some of their batik papers as covers.
This seemed to be something they all loved but they were
not keen on precise measurements. Kettle stitches were
referred to as 'frying pans' and 'saucepans'. However, their
sense of colour and design was wonderful. I was called
'Sister' and 'A Legend' - both very complimentary, so felt
that we were off to a good start. When their books were
finished they were a delight to the eye.

Next day, 13 students - this time, most of the original
eight, and still a couple of new faces. I had to ask the Prin-
cipal to take books to be trimmed because I could no longer
afford the time. On his return I could tell that all was not

well ... maybe he had had an accident in my car'l It was
much more dilficult than that. He had never seen books
trimmed and was invited into the back room to watch. The
printer lined up four books at once, and promptly sliced
off all of thc spinesl He couldn't believe his eyes - but I
was just grateful that wc had saved four of them. This was
extremely difficult to explain and of course very difficult
for the owners of those books. We had insufficient time to
start again and the best I could do was to make a book for
each ofthem on my return. I then had to ensure that every-
one watched each stage as the remaining books were com-
pleted. Throughout the making of these books, I felt I had
made the wrong choice because they don't fit in with the
Aboriginal culture but when I saw those wonderful smiles
as the books finally came out of the presses, I knew I would
do it all again in spite of the difficulties.

On the final day I was taken out to Toomelah Mission
to teach. This was a real treat and yelmore new studentsl I
had no presses, no water close by and not much room. So I
had to think very quickly ofa few non-adhesive techniques
- things which would sell and ideas for using their papers.
So, we folded up some concertina spines and stitched pages

into these, made little boxes which would hold a book and
other little books with pockets to house their delightful
miniature lino prints. This was a world away from my origi-
nal plan but everyone seemed to love it.

Most of the 'regulars' ended up with five books each.
A little exhibition was held in the Goondiwindi Library in
the weeks following our workshop. The Principal told me
it looked very good and the owners were very proud, They
taught me to work on Murri-Time - something we joked
about a lot - and although it was exhausting mentally and
physically, when asked if I would do it again, my answer
was definitely "yes".

WHAT IS pH?
HIS QUESTION is sometimes asked and how is it
measured. Most people accept the fact that a pH value
of 7 in a material is regarded as neutral (i.e. neither

acidic nor alkaline) and that therefore, pH is a measure of
acidity or alkalinity. We have also been told that materials
used in book manufacture and for bookbinding should never
be acidic and also, but probably less understood, is that
materials should not be strongly alkaline either. This arti-
cle is an endeavour to explain in hopefully simplied terms
a somewhat complex aspect of physical chemistry together
with a little algebra.

Inorganic chemical compounds and to a much lesser
extent, organic compounds (i.e., organic compounds are

those whose molecules comprise strings or chains of carbon
atoms) when dissolved in water, undergo a phenomenon
called ionic dissocation. For example, common salt (or

sodium chloride) in solution ionically dissociates into
sodium ions and chloride ions thus:

NaCl+Na++Cl--

This action is considered to be reversible but more about
this later. Water (empirical formula HrO), on the other hand,
only undergoes a very small amount of ionic dissociation.
The amount is so small that measurements taken indicate
that only I part in 100,000,000,000,000 parts actually dis-
sociate into hydrogen (H+) ions which carry a positive elec-
trical charge and hydroxyl (OH--) ions which are negatively
charged thus:
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
The Editor
Morocco Bound.
I read with interest the article Gold Tooling Masterclass
(August 1999). I found the article somewhat wanting and
cannot be sure it was not lost in the writing or the editing.

My question and maybe my criticism are levelled at
the ending of the gold tooled finishing process where the
gold leaf was lifted with the finger? Both Eric Burdett and
Edith Diehlr describe a "gold lifter", a shaped piece of wood
with a strip of felt or cotton wool fixed to the bottom of the

tool. The gold lifter is rubbed on forearm or hair; thus cre-
ating a static charge and up to a third of a sheet may be

lifted and applied to the blind tooling.
Prior to this step the blind tooling is lightly oiled using

a cotton pad, either olive, coconut oil or vaseline maybe
used, this effectively "sticks" the gold to the leather. Finally,
"clean up" may be done using Shelliteru in lieu of the gold
rubber. This will only remove gold not affected by the
heated tool.

I hope the article will encourage members to try using

gold leaf. I personally feel a certain magic when using genu-
ine goid. Congratulations on the journal and many articles
that stimulate and challenge.

Kind regards,
Peter Lendon.
Morwell, Victoria.

1. Edith Diehl Bookbinding, Its Background and Tech-
niques. Dover, 1946.
Eric Burdett: Bookbinding, A Practical Handbook.
David and Charles, 1975.

The point you have raised is taken; the various texts do
describe some methods of lifiing the gold leaf from the
cushion and pLacing it in position in readiness for tooling
as you have described, but none of them say to lick afinger
to achieve that purpose. Or even using a finger at all. In
fact, during the class some eyebrows were raised at this!
One could argue that some of us have learnt some very
bad habits from our teachers but not necessarily from the

text books themselves.
Editor.
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MAKING BOOK CLASPS
Earlier this year, the Canberra Craft Bookbinders Guil.d held a hands-on demonstration the making of book clasps.
Although such metalwork (including corners ) feature on certain rypes of older books such as family bibles, one could with
some knowledge of sheetmetal work practice this rather unusual aspect of bookbinding. This article is adapted from the
notes and sketches written by Linda Newbown as published in that Guild's newsletter, Raised Bands.

I fi' ET AL is one of the lesser used materials in book

!\/l binding; brass being the usual material for mak
I Y I ing clasps and corners for very thick books. Sheet
brass of about 0.3mm thickness would be a desirable
material, the only other requirement being a minimum of
sheet-metal working tools. A knowledge of some basic
metal-working techniques would be an advantage.

Like most aspects of bookbinding, the clasp has to be
considered at the design stage before any work can be done,
such as decisions as to the types ofmetal parts for corners,
edges, bosses, hinges, clasps and chains. For simplicity,
we will only deal with the making of clasps. The decisions
to be made comprise how many clasps will there be and
where they are to be placed; will they wrap around the edge
of the cover, be embedded and flush or raised above the
surface of the cover or in any combination. Make a sketch
of the overall shape and design considering embossing or
texturing patterns.

The next consideration is how the metal will be attached
to the book cover which will depend on the cover materi-
al's properties and thickness. Soft flexible materials may
require reinforcement, "hard" rigid materials may not. The
usual means of attachment are: nails (hold improved by

"barbs"), rivets, screws, nuts and bolts (adhesives or me-
chanical distortion to "lock" the nut). Adhesives alone may
be used, such as (shall we mention them?) SupergluerM
and AralditerM but these should be restricted to new
bindings.

The manner of catch or fastener should also be consid-
ered such as, the catch design (which relies on the natural
compression/spring back of the book pages), simple hook
and eye designs, hinged hooks, padlocks or slide-in (simi-
Iar to bracelet box catch). (See sketches).

Further choices include the types of metal to be used,
brass, copper, steel or silver; the main metal property be-
ing considered is the ease of fabrication. Brass sheet 0.3mm
thick and preformed brass rod and brass tube are popular
choices. Sheet brass may be cut on a metal guillotine and
brass rod and tube with a jewellers' saw. After cutting the
sheet pieces, they are annealed by heating with a LPG gas

blow torch which relaxes the metal which allows easier
manipulation (i.e., easier to bend). The pieces are bent by
hand and over jigs using small rubber/plastic faced ham-
mers. The brass is very soft and does not need much effort
to bend into the required shapes. Pieces may also be joined
together using solder.

TYPES OF BOOK CLASPS
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sophical Hall also contains some displays from the Depart-
ment ol Curiosities and continues in the second corridor
connccting the two library halls at the rear sidc olthe build-
ing. The department is the prototype of a present-day mu-
seum of natural history and history and its base is formed
by the collection of Baron Ebon, purchased by the monas-
tery in 1798. Abbot Mayer erected the Philosophical Hall
for the new additions to the monastery library. The new
building was built 1783-86 in the neoclassicist style but
the abbot did not have sufficient money for bookshelves
with the result that the hall remained empry. Eight years
later, after some building alterations. library cabinets from
another monastery were modified to fit and were installed
by the cabinet-maker, Jan Lahofer.

The library cabinets, with rich gilding and carved
walnut, meet the ceiling and it is interesting to note that the
four sides i.e. top and bottom, sides and back, of each book-
shelf in every cabinet in the hall has a painted surface of
brilliant blue. It is said that this particular colour had been
used in monastery libraries in Spain because of its perceived
effectiveness as an insect repellent. The blue colour is cer-
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tainly very striking due to the height of the walls and the
blue is also dominant in the ceiling fresco.

The very large and heavy volumes of reference books
most used were placed on the lower bookshelves for easier
access in the library halls and the adjoining corridors. They
were bound in leather or parchment and minimal titles or
volume numbers were simply hand-lettered in white or
black paint.

The Philosophical Hall is 32 metres long, l0 metres
wide and 14 metres high. The library is accessible on two
levels, ground and balcony. The cabinets, decorated with
beautiful carvings. conrain approximately 50,000 volumes
dealing with numerous scientific branches - mathematics.
physics, astrology. belles-lettres, poetry, history, arr, ency-
clopedias. etc. In the centre of the hall stands a cabinet
inlaid with mother-of-pearl, which conrains l0 volumes.
which were presented by Marie Louise, consort of Napo-
leon, to the monastery after her visit to it in 1813. They are
The Works of Les Lilliacees by J P Redoute and Musee
F ranc ais by Croze-Magnan.

STORAGE OF TYPE
INDERS WHO POSSESS blocking presses and/or
have their own type at home may have problems
for the proper storage of that type. Ideally, a print-

er's type cabinet could be the solution but such cabinets
are exceptionally large and smaller quantities of type used
by bookbinders (100-200 items/font) would just wallow
around in them.

The NSW Guild's workshop has a much smaller sized
cabinet with each drawer containing four plastic refrigera-
tor double-row ice trays. Each drawer therefore has 56
"holes" to house a particular sized font, with each letter or
character being allocated to a particular "hole". Space is
therefore sufficient for storage of the normal 26 letters, diph-
thongs, l0 numerals and punctuation with spares for
spacers. quods. ems. ens and shims. This is ideal for the
often used and/or smaller point sizes, but for the home
binder it is probably too space consuming.

Type should be stored in letter sequence in upright po-
sitions rather than laying them on their sides. The best sys-
tem I have seen for the home binder is to store type in
compartmented small wooden boxes - cigar boxes and
Californianru chocolate boxes are usually adequate. The
important thing is that the box be tall enough to house the
upright type.

The simplest method is to make suitable compartments
or rows within the box by cutting several strips of timber
or cardboard, about 2.5 - 3 mm thick and l2mm tall, each
almost exactly (say 0.5mm less for ease of fit) the width of
the box being used. Several layers of cardboard may be
glued together to make this thickness. Cardboard is adequate
for infrequent use but soft timber ifprocurable is preferred
as it does not wear as much as cardboard.

Insert one strip against the side and then place in the

type, starting with the letters A, etc. At the end of each row
insert another strip until all the type is packed into the box.
Fill out the last line with spacers or cardboard, add a final
strip and pack the rest of the box in some way so that the

strip is held in
place. The 2.5mm
gap created bet-
ween rows of type
and between the
side ofthe box and
the first row is
essential as this
allows the type to
be picked with a

pair of tweezers.
To refine this

system, make sev-
eral blocks strll
l2mm tall like the

strips but about 1Omm long and in thickness a fraction over
the point size to be stored. These are easiest made by lamin-
ating cardboards. Insertion ofthese between each group of
letters (e.g. between the letters C and D) both provides sepa-
ration of letter groups and keeps the strips just that extra
fraction apart so that the type drops back in easily rather
than having to be forced in.

This construction is so simple that one wonders why
one would use any other - cigar boxes are just the right
height as the lid when closed just clears the type. The same
system is suitable for decorative blocks or decorative lines.

Michael Mathew.
Gordon, NSW.

Omitted from the -sroup photo published in the August is-
sue of Morocco Bound were the names of the people present

at the HdlEne Jolis gold tooling workshop. These are:
Ron Midgley. Geoff Moroney, Rowley Corbett, H6lEne
Jolis. Beth Bond, Keith Adkins, Jonathan Falk, Anthea
Hendy and Doug England.
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documents pertaining to the found-
ing of the monastery and the
building and development of the
library. Also to be seen here are
facsrmiles of the best-known manu-
scripts and prints kept in the library
stocks. The facsimiles themselves
are quite spectacular - on vellum
or parchment with very detailed
illuminations in brilliant colours
and often embellished with gold.

Strahov Library is the second
oldest church library in Bohemia
with an unintemrpted existence. It
is also the largest and most impor-
tant monastery library, having about
140,000 volumes in its stocks, some
2,000 of which are manuscripts and
2,600 incunabula. The oldest manu-
script is the Strahov Gospel dated
in 860. Many other manuscripts and
incunabula are unique in the world
or in Europe. The library still func-
tions as a scientific institution accessible to all researchers
It has its own catalogue and study.

Apart from two big depositories, Strahov Library has
two representative halls, which can be seenby every visitor.
The architect, Giovanni D Orsi, built the earlier Theologi-
cal Hall in baroque style and the fresco is of later origin,
having been painted by the Strahov Premonstratensian of
Siard Nosecky. Portrayed here are scenes on themes from
the Books of Wisdom and Proverbs, Psalms and the New
Testament concerning the relation between wisdom and
human knowledge in confrontation with religion.

The interior of the Theological Hall, which contains
16,000 volumes of theological literature, is decorated with
a collection ofgeographical and astronomical globes from
the lTth to the 19th century. They are mainly of Dutch
provenance. Also situated in this hall is a late Gothic statue
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of St John the Baptist holding a book in an interesting
medieval bag binding in his hand. A prominent display in
the foreground of the Theological Hall is the Strahov New
Testament of the 9 - 10th century, an illuminated manu-
script written in Latin on parchment using gold uncian
writing.

The Theological Hall is connected with the second hall,
the Philosophical Hall, by two parallel corridors. In the hrst
corridor (where one enters), all visitors can see the collection
of legal literature as well as medical and pharmaceutical
literature.

Then, as one approaches the end of this comdor, a glass-
faced cabinet containing a most unusual dandrological
library (pertaining to timber species) from 1825 catches
one's attention. It contains 68 volumes documenting the
trees which grow in Bohemia. Each volume is devoted to
one tree. The covers are formed from the wood of the tree,

the spine is from a curved, longi-
tudinal section with bark aftached
and the pages inside depict the de-
velopment of the tree from a small
root through its branches, leaves,
blossoms and its fruit.

The first corridor commenc-
ing at the entrance of the Philo-

The Strahov Monastery of the
Premonstralensian order: -
Philosophical Hall (above) and
Theological Hall (below).

Both photos. Foto Bohumir Propupek
Paula Bloch collection.
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THE STRAHOV MONASTERY LIBRARY IN PRAGUE

Paula Bloch, a member of the NSll Guild of Craft Bookbinders, studied and worked in Prague for many years and
returns there regularly. It was on her recent work-experience and study trip this year that her attention was focused on the

traditions of bookbinding and conservation. She was in Prague for almost three months working in the Conservation
Department of the National Library of the Czech Republic. During this period, Paula was able to visit important libraries
and museums, bookbinding and conseruation training institutions, as well as private bookbinding and conservation stu-

dios. She has visited this very famous library on many occasions but this time she looked for aspects of special interest to

binders and conservators.

RAGUE, situated in the centre of Europe, is known
as "The City of Spires" and dates back to about the

9th century. The River Vltava runs through this very
hrstoric city and several bridges link Hradcany, the Prague

Castle and Mala Strana (the Small Side) with Stary Mesto
(the Old Town) on the other side of the river' The
Premonstrat's Monastery at Strahov built on the approach

route to Prague Castle is a huge complex that sits at the

foot of the Petrin Hills below Hradcany.

ing Prague Castle a dignified residence of the monarch.
Strahov monastery, run by the progressive reforming
Premonstratensian Order, was to give the monarch not only
the required polish, but provide him with a background of
power and culture.

A fire in 1258 completely destroyed the first library,
but rebuilding began soon afterwards. During the 17th cen-
tury, towards the end of the Thirty Years War, the Swedish
army ransacked the monastery and removed a great deal of
loot and part of the library. After the Peace Treaty of
Wesphalia in 1671, the local book collections were en-

larged by major acquisitions so that a new library hall had

to be built - the Theological Hall.
A most significant section of Strahov is the Strahov

Library where, on entering, one observes a display of some

King Vladislav I of Bohemia founded the monastery in
1140. Ii became a centre of culture with a library and a

school, where the leading figures of the country were edu-

cated. The builrup area at Strahov today still shows it was

a building of exceptional importance, representing the

growing power of the Premysl princes who aimed at mak-
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